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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

I. Background of Respondent
5. Tribe 6. Annual Income 7. Land holding owned
8. Education: Illiterate/Literate/Primary/Secondary/College/University

II. General Information
1. What do you know about the Doyang Dam? (Tick the appropriate ones)
   (a) Provide irrigation (b) Flood control
   (c) Provide drinking water (d) Hydro electric project

2. Who are the people to be affected?
   a) Poor villagers b) Others c) I don’t know

3. Who has sponsored the Project?
   a) Government of Nagaland b) Central Government
   c) North Eastern Council d) I don’t know

4. What types of land, forest and natural resources to be involved?
   a) Only uncultivable land b) Large area of cultivable land
   c) Rich forest and natural resources
   d) Large area of developed land for cultivation, farms and orchards in the plain and slopes
   e) All of the above

5. What will happen when the Dam is constructed?
   a) Living standard of people will improve b) Life will be easy
   c) There will be economic boom
   d) Local people will find employment and other avenues of livelihood
   e) There is no substitute for the loss of land and natural resources
   g) Any other (specify)
III Consequences of the Dam

Socio-cultural life:
1. Is there opposition from any section of people against the project? a) Yes b) No

2. Considering the acquisition of so much land and forests for the project will there be any effect on socio-cultural life of the local people? (Tick the appropriate ones). 
   a) It will have adverse effect on socio-cultural life 
   b) It will not have any adverse effect 
   c) It will have effect but will not endanger the practices of customs and traditions 

3. In your opinion what are the social problems to be created once the project is completed? (Tick the appropriate ones) 
   a) Emergence of landless group 
   b) Problem of displacement and resettlement 
   c) Adverse socio-cultural effect 
   d) Breakdown of cordial relations among the family members 
   e) All of the above 
   f) No social problem will arise 

4. Land being acquired for the project is owned by 
   a) Village b) Clan c) Families d) Individuals 

5. Has there been any problem in land acquisition? A) Yes b) No 

6. Considering the land use pattern and over dependence of the people on natural resources will there be any problem of displacement when the Dam is constructed? 
   a) Yes b) No 

IV Economic Condition (Tick the appropriate ones)
1. In your opinion, what will be the general impact on local economy? 
   a) Business and commercial activities will grow and increase the living standard of the people 
   b) The economy of the local people ruined 
   c) Economically very few will be benefited 

2. In what way the economic life of the people will be improved? 
   a) It will employ a large number of people 
   b) Contract works will be allotted to the locals 
   c) There will be some chances for small business activities 
   d) Except for providing electricity there will be no economic boom for the general people
V Rehabilitation Problem
1. Are there any plans and programmes for rehabilitation?  a) Yes  b) No

2. How will they be rehabilitated? (Tick the appropriate ones)
   a) By providing employment
   b) By providing land
   c) Through development of unaffected areas
   d) There are plans for setting up business and industries
   e) Any other (specify)

VI Environmental Impact (Tick the appropriate ones)
1. Considering the extent of land and natural destruction the environment and ecological balance is already in danger. In this respect are there plans and programmes to meet the challenge?  a) Yes  b) No

   If Yes, which groups and organisation are taking up the cause?
   a) Landowners Union  b) North-Eastern Council itself
   c) Government of Nagaland  d) Any other organisations (Specify)

VII Others (Tick the appropriate ones)
1. Besides meeting the power crisis in Nagaland, what are the other aims and objectives of constructing such a large Dam Project?  a) To set up large and small scale industries in Nagaland
   b) To provide irrigation facilities
   c) To provide drinking water
   d) Any other (Specify)

2. Are there any problems hindering the early completion of the Project?  a) Yes  b) No

3. If Yes, is it because of:
   a) Financial constraint
   b) Problem of ‘intime’ supply of construction materials
   c) Lack of efficient coordination among the officials
   d) Non-cooperation from Nagaland Government
   e) Non-cooperation from the landowners
   f) Any other (Specify)
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